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“Her music is quite complex and unusual and yet...very easy to absorb and appreciate. There’s
a lot to take in here.” (BabySue)
“Sarah Wallin Huff works with a palette of sounds in a way that mere humans can only distantly
discern.” (Akademia Awards)
The epic 2008 concerto for 6-string electric violin and orchestra debuts on a brand new album of
modern-classical works by composer Sarah Wallin Huff, to be released on Friday, April 5, 2019.
A total of six new instrumental works bring mythology and legend to life in the upcoming album,
Legend Seekers. “Leviathan of the Ancient Deep,” a cinematic, 25-minute work for 6-string
electric violin with orchestra and live electronic instruments, sets the stage for adventure as the

album’s principal composition. Joining it are dramatic works for various chamber ensembles,
such as violin duo with piano, flute with piano, unaccompanied viola, and oboe/english horn
soloist with chamber orchestra.

As a violinist, violist, and 6-string electric violinist, Sarah Wallin Huff has extensive experience
performing all styles in a variety of groups, recording projects, and solo and ensemble concerts
across the USA and eleven European countries. She has been enjoying her life’s work as a
composer for concert halls and soundtracks since 1993. While her sonic output crosses a
variety of moods and styles, a common thread linking them all is what she calls “stream-ofconsciousness composition,” in which every piece is built upon an enigmatic, underlying
framework, from which the work fluidly evolves.

Wallin Huff’s compositions have been performed throughout the States and abroad, including
the Zipper Hall in Los Angeles and the Exeter Phoenix Auditorium in Devon, England. Her 2008
6-string electric violin concerto, “Leviathan of the Ancient Deep,” holds a special place in her
heart as a work that is emblematic of her sense of adventure, passion for both new and old
technologies, and love for mythology. The work was debuted live in concert, with Wallin Huff
herself on the solo part, by the Orange County Symphony in April 2016. After years of struggle,
she is thrilled to be releasing this challenging work in a format for all to hear.

Those who wish to get an exclusive, advance copy of the recording of “Leviathan
of the Ancient Deep” can find out more at go.novelsoundtrax.com/backstage.

Enjoy Sarah Wallin Huff’s Previous Work:
https://go.novelsoundtrax.com/spotify
https://go.novelsoundtrax.com/apple-music
https://sarahwallinhuff.bandcamp.com
Social Media:
http://www.twitter.com/sjwallin
https://www.facebook.com/Sarah.Violinist.Composer/

https://www.instagram.com/sjwallin/
https://www.youtube.com/user/sjwallin

Album Credits:
Angela Wells (oboe/english horn: “Intrepid”), Charlotte Goode (viola: “Fever Pitch” and
“Intrepid”), Tina Huynh (flute: “DodecaFunky” and “Intrepid”), Michael Jung (piano: “Intrepid,”
“DodecaFunky,” “Weeping Willow,” and “Forgotten Melody”), Irene Shiao (violin: “Weeping
Willow” and “Forgotten Melody”), as well as the following additional musicians on “Intrepid”:
Kinga Bacik, Larry Briner, Cecilia Cruz, Virginia Figueiredo, Damion Frigillana, Lisa Grzanka,
Juliana Hogan, Daniel Hooper, Mark Malone, Sharon Ray, Jay Rubottom, Xale Slusser, and
Chris Wilson., and Elizabeth Huston.
Album artwork by Tim Wilsie.
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